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Abstract

Objective: Clinical data in the United States are highly fragmented, stored in numerous different databases, and are defined by service providers or clinical specialties rather than by individuals or their families. As a result, linking or aggregating a complete record for a patient is a major technological, legal, and operational challenge. One of the factors that has made clinical data integration so difficult to achieve is the lack of a universal ID for everyone. This leads to other related problems of having to prove identity at each interaction with the health system and repeatedly providing basic information on demographics, insurance, payment, and medical conditions. Traditional solutions that require complex governance, expensive technology, and risks to privacy and security of the data have failed adequately to solve this interoperability problem. We describe the technical design decisions of a patient-centric decentralized health identity management system using the blockchain technology, called MediLinker, to address some of these challenges.

Design: Our multidisciplinary research group developed and implemented an identity wallet, which uses the blockchain technology to manage verifiable credentials issued by healthcare clinics, banks, and insurance companies. To manage patient’s self-sovereign identity, we leveraged the Hyperledger Indy blockchain framework to store patient’s decentralized identifiers (DIDs) and the schemas or format for each credential type. In contrast, the credentials containing patient data are stored ‘off-ledger’ in each person’s wallet and accessible via a computer or smartphone. We used Hyperledger Aries as a middleware layer (API: Application Programming Interface) to connect Hyperledger Indy with the front-end, which was developed using a JavaScript framework, ReactJS (Web Application) and React Native (iOS Application).

Results: MediLinker allows users to store their personal data on digital wallets, which they control. It uses a decentralized trusted identity using Hyperledger Indy and Hyperledger Aries. Patients use MediLinker to register and share their information securely and in a trusted system with healthcare and other service providers. Each MediLinker wallet can have six credential types: health ID with patient demographics, insurance, medication list including COVID-19 vaccination status, credit card, medical power of attorney (MPOA) for guardians of pediatric or geriatric patients, and research consent. The system allows for in-person and remote granting and revoking of such permissions for care, research, or other purposes without repeatedly requiring physical identity documents or enrollment information.

Conclusion: We successfully developed and tested a blockchain-based technical architecture, described in this article, as an identity management system that may be operationalized and scaled for future implementation to improve patient experience and control over their personal information.
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The 21st Century Cures Act (Cures Act), signed into law in 2016, has made it mandatory for the federal government to find ways of accessing patient data faster and more efficient.1 Billions of dollars have been spent by the Government of United States to promote and improve the electronic medical record (EMR) systems in its healthcare system. Unfortunately, the fragmented design of the health system and lack of a universal unique identity (ID) number for everyone have created a highly siloed data ecosystem for medical records. As a result, a patient must prove his or her identity to each provider individually, and during every clinical visit, he or she must fill out forms and provide additional, usually repetitive, information. Without identity verification, providers may refuse services, or be unable to read and write health information within the patient’s data stream. There is no reliable method for patients to give, reference, and revoke consent for providers to access their health information.2 Consent to read, write, and share health information is often obtained by the patient signing a paper form, which makes accessing and revoking consent impractical or impossible for most patients.

A blockchain is a digital ledger of transactions distributed across a trusted peer-to-peer network of nodes, and was first implemented to allow exchange of cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin and other financial transactions.3 Beyond blockchain’s original financial use cases, researchers5, 7 have suggested that blockchain technology’s distributive model can bridge the gap between the “data silos” in health care and may improve coordination between healthcare providers and patients.5, 9, 10 This empowering and potentially disruptive technology can provide a novel data model, which provides patients control over their medical data. Besides, blockchain implementations have been proposed for other healthcare use cases, such as improving the management of research consent,10 clinical trials,11, 12 supply chains,13 and healthcare provider’s accreditations.14

Background
Currently, there is a limited understanding about the technical design and development of a reliable patient-centric healthcare identity platform using blockchain technology for navigating and resolving a fragmented healthcare data environment. In this article, we describe the technical design and development of our blockchain solution, MediLinker, which has been tested in simulated real-world settings.15 MediLinker provides patients with a digital healthcare identification method and control over how their medical data are stored, shared, and accessed.

Methods
Use-case Designs for MediLinker
Our MediLinker system design is guided by clinical use cases as specified by medical providers and residents at Dell Seton Medical Center in The University of Texas (Austin, Texas).

With MediLinker, users can complete the following seven use cases:

1. Initial enrollment at first clinic and creating validated credentials,
2. Enrollment at second clinic with only validated digital credentials,
3. Presenting or consenting personal or medical data with clinics,
4. Patient changing personal information on Blockchain wallet and validating the modification,
5. Patient consent to participate in research projects,
6. Patient removing full or partial consent with clinics with credential revocation,
7. Medical Power of Attorney (MPOA)/Digital guardianship for geriatric and pediatric patients.

We initially tested the MediLinker system for enrolling patients, presenting demographic or medical information to multiple clinics, editing their demographic information, consenting to participate in research projects, and revoking credentials.15 Later, we added the issuance of a MPOA/Guardianship for the agents of geriatric and pediatric patients. For MPOA design, we relied on the Texas Health & Human Services Commission Medical Power of Attorney Designation of Health Care Agent form.16 With MediLinker, participants can manage and present credentials using their family members’ MediLinker accounts from their device.

MediLinker also enables patients to revoke already credentialized data shared among the clinics and institutions within the network of trust. Only the issuer of a credential, such as a government agency, can revoke credentials upon request from the credential holder. While revocation does not delete data from an institution, the patient’s desire to deny future usage is recorded on the blockchain and the data set is no longer verifiable in future shares.

Blockchain Frameworks
For our healthcare identity management use cases, we required a blockchain framework that can issue patient-held verifiable credentials and then share them securely with multiple institutions. We conducted a detailed environmental scan of existing and proposed blockchain solutions that could provide the appropriate technical platform for an identity management system. This process involved search in electronic databases, discussion with key informants, and review of news and blogs in blockchain-focused online resources.

We selected and reviewed in detail the following two potential blockchain frameworks for the development of our identity management system:
Platform for Patient-Centric Health Care Using Blockchain

- Ethereum: It is an open-source platform that uses a proof-of-work algorithm and ensures immutability. Smart contracts allow credible transactions to take place without the presence of third parties. This allows interoperability between physicians, patients, and other third parties. However, the focus of Ethereum is on transactions and smart contracts rather than identity management.¹⁷
- Hyperledger Indy: It is founded by Sovrin Foundation in 2018.¹⁸⁻²⁰ It is a platform specifically designed for identity management with a focus on self-sovereign identity (21). Users have full autonomy over their information and decide who gets access to which part of their data. It uses a decentralized ledger with a registry of decentralized identifiers (DIDs). It is used for retrieving and storing public DIDs for pairwise communication, which increases the security and privacy of identity.²⁰,²²

Front-end Frameworks, Cloud Service Providers, and Authentication

There are many popular front-end frameworks that can be used to develop web and mobile applications. While blockchain frameworks provide the required functionality at the back-end, user interaction with the system needs to be facilitated using front-end applications. For web applications, some of the commonly used solutions include VueJS, AngularJS, and ReactJS. Kotlin can be used to develop Android applications, and Swift can be used to develop iOS applications. Another option is to use the React Native framework to develop both Android and iOS applications using the same code base.

The MediLinker application controls software running on a virtual machine (VM) in the cloud called a digital agent. The agent software takes actions on behalf of the patient like accepting connection requests and managing communications with other digital agents. Servers are also required to store patient’s and clinic’s agents. Cloud services can be used to create VMs that can store these agents. The advantage of cloud service is that it is more scalable. There are three main global cloud providers which include Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft Azure, and Amazon Web Services (AWS). For authentication, the patients can use their login credentials (i.e. username and password) to login into the application. Two-factor authentication and biometric authentication are also among the possible options.

Team Design

To develop our healthcare-related blockchain solution, we formed an interdisciplinary collaboration, including medical and design researchers, blockchain subject-matter experts, developers, software engineers, and social scientists. Throughout the development, physicians, medical residents, and students helped in defining the patient journey in the clinical workflow. This team also helped develop patient profiles, the most common clinical scenarios, and information needed for testing the functionality of the final product in a simulated environment.

Development Phases

MediLinker was developed over the period of 2 years (2019–2021). The timeline was divided into two phases: phase 1 (2019–2020) and phase 2 (2020–2021). During phase 1, we developed a web application with the basic use cases. During the development of phase 1, Hyperledger Aries did not support the revocation of credentials. Therefore, patients could not revoke data from the web application. However, the revocation feature became available from Hyperledger Aries during phase 2 development. We plan to add the revocation feature in the web application as part of future work.

In the second phase, we developed a more robust iOS/Android application and expanded our use cases to include legal guardianship of minors and geriatric patients. With the MediLinker iOS/Android application, users can present and revoke patient-controlled data from a patient’s phone, while improving system access with on-device biometric authentication. Participants with MPOA can act on behalf of their family members through the application. This allows users to issue and share credentials as their family members’ MediLinker accounts from their device. Users can also revoke previously issued credentials, by which patients can stop future verifications of their data.

Results

Six MediLinker Verifiable Credentials: Health ID, Insurance, Medications, Credit card, Research Consent, and MPOA

MediLinker is a digital wallet with six verifiable credential types: health ID, insurance, medications, credit card, research consent, and MPOA (Figure 1a). The data fields in MediLinker are provided in Table 1. These credential types were chosen based on our clinical team’s experience of the minimum requirements of information needed during clinical encounter. The Health ID credential includes demographic information about the patient based on a government-issued ID and their contact information. The insurance credential stores information about a patient’s health insurance as specified on a patient’s insurance card. The medication’s credential includes information about a patient’s medication, dosage, and COVID-19 vaccination status. The credit card credential stores billing information about a patient. The research consent credential includes information about the research study and the record of the patient’s consent participation in the study. The MPOA credential includes information about the guardians and their dependent.
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Once these credentials are verified, a patient can share all or a subset of his or her information across multiple, preferred healthcare providers (Figure 1b), providing patients autonomy and interoperability between clinics. While the patient information is stored securely within the digital wallet, only the schemas of each credential type and DIDs of each patient and healthcare institution are available on the blockchain, thus ensuring security and privacy of the data while allowing the transactions to occur seamlessly (Figure 1c). Patients can always see which data are shared with each institution.

**MediLinker Clinical and Credentialing Workflows**

MediLinker enables the issuing and holding of verifiable credentials in their wallet for each type, which are issued by an “Issuer” and held by a “Holder.” With exception of the research consent credential, an institution’s representative, such as a clinic receptionist or registration clerk, “issues the MediLinker credentials after review by the patient.” In contrast, research consent credentials are issued and reviewed by the research participant, and then held by the institution. The patients hold the issued verified credential in their digital wallet.

The credentialing workflow relies on a government-issued identity or third-party paper-based credentials to be digitized, stored, and shared securely through the blockchain. Using MediLinker, patients can establish a connection between them and a trusted institution by scanning the QR Code available at the clinic. Using the web application, the patient enters his or her medical data and then presents his or her government-issued identity or other physical cards to a receptionist for verification (Figure 2a).

For iOS application, a receptionist enters the data to create the patient’s verified credentials based on physical cards, which are then reviewed and approved by the patient (Figure 2b). This change in workflow was implemented to avoid data entry errors by patients, and the inclusion of revocation into the Hyperledger framework by an issuer. Once approved, the receptionist can issue the credential to the patient’s wallet, which is verified and sharable digitally with participating institutions without the need for showing physical documentation (Figure 2c). The same workflow is used for creating verifiable credentials for credit card from a bank and insurance cards from an insurance company.

The research consent credential is created by the participant, reviewed by research institution, and then issued by the participant. With the participant as the “Issuer,” they can revoke the credential without the need for asking the research institution.

The MPOA credential and workflow enable geriatric or pediatric patient’s family member to create and edit credentials on their behalf through the application. A geriatric or pediatric patient in their MediLinker account asks a notary organization to create and issue a MPOA credential. Once shared with the guardian’s MediLinker account, the guardian can switch between his or her account and his or her dependent’s accounts, by which the guardians are able to share their family member’s data from their own account. We also developed a notification

---

**Fig. 1.** MediLinker credentials and blockchain design. a) MediLinker account consists of six verifiable credentials: health ID, insurance, medications, credit card, research consent, and Medical Power of Attorney (MPOA). b) A patient can share all or a desired subset of verified information to multiple institutions. c) The blockchain includes the schemas of each credential type and decentralized identifiers (DIDs) of patients and institutions.
system to improve alertness of actions within MediLinker. If a participant or institution shared or revoked a credential, the holder of the credential is alerted with a banner notification.

MediLinker was designed for in-person interactions before the COVID-19 pandemic. However, due to COVID-19 lockdowns in the United States, we were able to test our system in a virtual clinic environment without any additional technical development. After clinical workflow modifications to virtual sessions, participants were able to seamlessly use the system’s features and complete the same clinical scenarios in a virtual clinical setting over Zoom (Zoom Video Communications, San Jose, CA). As discussed below, these seamless practical and workflow adjustments indicated system’s applicability for telemedicine, virtual care, and other home care settings.

### MediLinker Technical Framework

**Blockchain Framework – Hyperledger Indy**

Based on the methods described above, where we evaluated two platforms and examples of previously developed blockchain-based identity systems, we selected Hyperledger Indy to develop MediLinker. The decision was influenced by Hyperledger Indy’s characteristic of a decentralized identity framework, which best aligns with patient’s information protection and full autonomy over his or her data. Hyperledger Indy was used to store data schemas and credential definitions for provider–patient relationships based on the concept of decentralized trusted identity. DIDs are a World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) specification that allows for a verifiable, decentralized digital identity. This allows the controller of DID (e.g. the patient) to prove his or her identity without a centralized registry or identity provider, and without requiring permission from a third party. Hyperledger Indy makes the creation and use of DIDs convenient on its platform.

Besides adopting Hyperledger Indy for MediLinker, we adopted Hyperledger Aries to act as a middleware layer (API) to connect Hyperledger Indy with the front-end. Hyperledger Aries implements a RESTful programming interface to handle different workflows and interactions, which helps in creating, transmitting, and storing verifiable digital credentials efficiently.

The development of MediLinker showed that the design of Hyperledger Indy and Hyperledger Aries allows those with no prior experience of blockchain application development to use these platforms. The auto-acceptance of credentials built into Hyperledger Indy makes it extremely useful to experiment with the frameworks. Once the developers get experience in using the framework, automated acceptance and rejection of credentials can be replaced with programming code.

**Front-end Framework—ReactJS and React Native**

The front-end of web application was developed using a JavaScript framework, React JS (Facebook Open Source, Menlo Park, CA). It allows developers to break down the user interface into multiple components making the programming of web applications much simpler. React JS also uses a “Virtual Document Object Model” that can detect which components have changed so that only the required components are rendered. This results in a faster application with a better user experience (Figure 3).

We also developed mobile applications for MediLinker to make it accessible from mobile devices. We used the

| Table 1. Data fields in each MediLinker credential: health ID, medications, insurance, credit card, research consent, and MPOA |
|---|---|
| Credential | Data fields |
| Health ID | Given name, Surname, Street address, City, State, Zip code, Country, Sex, Gender, Date of birth, Email, Phone number |
| Medications | Medications, Dosage, COVID-19 vaccination status |
| Insurance card | Patient’s name, Plan, Group, Provider’s name, Member ID, Emergency-room charge ($), Deductible ($), Co-pay ($), Expiry date |
| Credit card | Patient’s name, Credit card number, Expiry date |
| Research consent | Research study name, Participant’s consent |
| MPOA | Guardian’s given name, Guardian’s surname, Guardian’s address, Guardian’s phone number, Dependent’s given name, Dependent’s surname, Dependent’s address, Dependent’s phone number |
1. Alice enters enrolling clinic

Alice Smith

Connection established with clinic

2. Alice enters data into and data verified by receptionist using web application

Blockchain Credential validated

3. Alice’s wallet contains sharable credential

Fig. 2. MediLinker clinical workflows and two-way verification process. a) A patient, Alice, enrolls at a new clinic, and enters her information into MediLinker application with a web application. Once submitted, a receptionist verifies her data against information available on a verified card such as a government-issued ID. b) With MediLinker iOS application, the receptionist enters data based on the presented government-issued ID, which is reviewed and verified by the patient. Once verified by both patients and receptionist, a validated blockchain credential is issued, which is useable in other participating clinics. c) At a second clinic, Alice can share her digitized verified healthcare information through MediLinker web/mobile application.
React Native framework (Facebook Open Source, Menlo Park, CA)\textsuperscript{26} to implement native mobile applications (Android/iOS) using the same code base (Figure 4). This allows patients to have a more interactive experience via their mobile phones. We used the Material-UI (Material-UI SAS, Paris, France) framework for implementing UI components.\textsuperscript{27}

**Cloud Service Provider – Amazon Web Services**

We expect that MediLinker would work on any public cloud without much modification; however, we used AWS (Amazon Web Services, Inc., Seattle, WA) to host Hyperledger Indy servers and Hyperledger Aries agents. The choice of the cloud service was based on convenience because the University has a campus-wide contract with AWS, so it was practical to get an account. AWS is a leading public cloud provider and is Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliant, which is required for future adoption in a clinical setting. A VM is required to host each patient’s agent. AWS allows us to create and run VMs with a customized schedule of when the VMs should be running. This helps save cost during development because the developer can shut down the VMs when they are not needed.

Hosting VMs also allows the ability to scale the system to N patients and M clinics. In the experiments, we successfully scaled the system from 1 patient to 20 patients. This keeps each of the patients’ agents separate from each other. If one server or VM is compromised, the rest of the agents are isolated and secured (Figure 5). This solution worked for our scenario because it was tested using 20 patients’ agents. This technique may not be scalable in a setting where there are many patients. In such a scenario, Docker containers\textsuperscript{28} hosted on a single VM are recommended. For the web application, no installation at clinic or patient’s side is required. For the mobile application, the application was provided to study participants using the Apple TestFlight application. For adoption in a clinical setting, the application can be distributed via Google Play Store and Apple Store.

*Fig. 3.* MediLinker web application UI (user interface). MediLinker is a web application by which patients and receptionist can interact with their MediLinker agent. The web application was developed in React JS.
For the web application, we developed MediLinker's authentication system that requires users to enter a username and password to log into their accounts. Biometric authentication is not a feasible option for web applications because these applications are mostly accessed via personal computers, and to enable biometric authentication, patients should have a fingerprint scanner or similar devices attached to their computers, which is not common. Moreover, one of the goals of developing MediLinker was to allow people experiencing homelessness to manage their identity. It is common that many people experiencing homelessness do not have smartphones. For the native mobile applications, the patients are provided with the option to login using their phone's native biometric authentication (fingerprints for Android devices and TouchID/FaceID for iOS devices).

**Discussion**

In this article, we have described the design and development of a blockchain-based, patient-centric healthcare identity and research consent management application, MediLinker. The unique features of this system promise to add features that are lacking in current management of personal health information and might take many years to achieve. This includes interoperability among diverse information systems, patients’ control over their own data, and ability to prove identity without having to carry physical evidence at each interaction within the system. Some of the following aspects are of particular importance:

**MediLinker Healthcare Identity Use for Health Information Exchange**

As mentioned earlier, fragmentation of clinical data and lack of interoperability among health information systems create safety concerns for patients and result in inefficiencies in the delivery of care. Health Information Exchanges (HIEs) are platforms that are developed to connect disparate health information systems and EMRs through a central hub. While HIEs may provide an alternative solution to the interoperability issue in the United States, in which patient EMRs are sharable through a centralized data repository, the patient data are still controlled by the institutions rather...
A central data repository has its advantages but also provides a single point of breach or failure, thus increasing the threat to patient privacy and data security. Blockchain technologies are a decentralized alternative that leverage their distributed architecture model towards establishing a patient-centric and patient-controlled sharing of medical records across isolated institutions preserving the continuity of care. As designed, MediLinker provides the Health ID credentialing, verification, and management to bridge a fragmented system with patients as the focus. Furthermore, the credentialed digitized MediLinker ID can provide a common patient identifier by which connections in a trust network between healthcare providers, insurance companies, and patients can be established toward minimizing patient-matching issues.
MediLinker Usage as Identity Management for Vulnerable Populations
Blockchain technologies can help create a transactional identity for vulnerable populations in need of social and health care, such as persons experiencing homelessness. Often individuals lose or misplace their government-issued identifications and medical paperwork, which are needed to interact with social services and the medical system. Beyond MediLinker’s initial objective, our users can digitize and share digital versions of patient-held ID cards. With this digitization of physical ID, MediLinker enables patient populations to hold a secure electronic health ID that is easily managed and recoverable on smartphones or computers toward improving their healthcare access.

MediLinker Adaptation to Virtual Clinical Workflows and Vaccination Status Management During the COVID-19 Pandemic
Although designed for in-person clinical visits, MediLinker was also tested during COVID-19 lockdowns in the United States in 2020. The system worked successfully in virtual clinic visits, allowing patients to use the system to register and provide their information and consent. Given the need for social distancing in a COVID-19 world, the ability to share verified identifiers and medical records for a contactless and virtual format is a major advantage of using blockchain-distributed ledger systems in future clinical workflows.

Furthermore, MediLinker is designed to track patient’s current medications and dose for sharing with healthcare providers. MediLinker application can be used to digitally track individual vaccination doses, as a COVID-19 passport, that is verifiable. Using a zero-knowledge proof, a person’s vaccination record can be shared to clinics and institutions without presenting other personal information. Furthermore, MediLinker could provide a verified and digital record of the COVID-19 Vaccination Record Card and serve as an immunity passport for future travel.

Limitation of current work and future research
The MediLinker system was developed to understand how to design and demonstrate the use of DIDs and verifiable credentials in patient identity management while allowing reasonable room for future improvements. The fields in MediLinker were free text to explore all human interactions and errors. In the future, we plan to add validation checks to fields, which will allow patients to enter data only in a specified format.

While the current implementation is approaching a minimum viable product (MVP), our team desires to transition MediLinker to an operational product in clinical settings. In the next step, we plan to integrate MediLinker with EMR systems to manage highly sensitive medical records. Furthermore, this trust network between participants and institutions must include a means of ensuring patient privacy as well as verification of the patient’s presence during digital encounters, something described as a Liveness Test. We plan to continue to develop our electronic decentralized identity management system (MediLinker) toward becoming operational in a real-world healthcare setting.

Conclusions
MediLinker is a blockchain solution for identity management designed to allow patient autonomy and interoperability between clinics using a custom-built web and mobile application. The technical design and development of MediLinker show how Hyperledger Indy combined with Hyperledger Aries can be used to develop an operational identity management system for patients. It allows patients to securely log in, verify their credentials, and share those credentials from their blockchain wallets to other organizational entities on the blockchain. Our technical design allows patients to have control over their identity data by using the DIDs functionality of the underlying blockchain platform. We have shown that the technical architecture adopted for MediLinker demonstrated a proof-of-concept patient-centric identity management system that can be operationalized and scaled for future implementation in healthcare settings and provide patients the privacy and control desired for personalized health data.
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